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Arina Caeyara

Arina Caeyara is a player character played by Miyako.

Arina Caeyara

Species & Gender: Female Norian
Date of Birth: YE 02

Organization:
 Yamatai Star Empire
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Arina Caeyara

Sub-Faction:
 Tsenlan

Occupation: 13F Fighter Pilot
Rank: Chui

Current Placement: Operation Fireplace

Physical Description

A zenith of Norian poise and beauty cast into an uncertain universe by the debased maw of gloaming
hunger.

This absolute specimen stands on the short end of the small band that Norians still tower over most
Nekovalkryja with. At approximately 176cm tall, her frame is tall, rather svelte, and well curved, as
smooth as anyone while still keeping flared hips, and quite a backside. She has long slender legs, and a
pleasant if very slight gap between her thighs.

Atop her head sits a shock of beautiful, pure white hair that is slightly wavy and has a swaying bounce,
especially since it only falls over her shoulders on one side of her head. It's a feminine undercut fade,
with a line cut into the edge of her (also white) eyebrow tracing up along the shaved side of what looks
like an austere mountain peak. It resembles six or so lines curling away from one another reminiscent of
formation flying.

Her ears are towards the smaller side, but as expressive as they come. It is not hard to coax a smile out
of her plumped lips, and her pert nose is sometimes roped into her showing her smile as well. The
woman's eyes stand out for yellow-gold not that much different from her father, except for odd white
flecks in them when viewed from close up, like a flurry thrown into a pile of riches or mixed with the last
golden yellow leaves of Autumn.

The slightest perfume clings to her, one has to be close or very acute to detect the reproduction of
precious plants that cannot currently be sacrificed to vanity yet, from her homeland. When she speaks it
is with an almost musical and confident stride.

She weighs about 61kg.

Additional Information
Height: ~176cm
Mass: ~61kg
Cup: 36DD

Build and Skin Color: Curvy (hourglass/waspy) and toned/lithe, Pale White
Eye Color: Yellow Gold, White
Hair Color: Snow White
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Personality

Arina is a woman that remembers her duty, and has only ever lived in the path of war and suffering. She
does have a rather healthy sense of humor compared to many others, as much a coping mechanism as
anything else.

In public she remembers that she represents the Caeyara, but is more likely to let the other side of her
personality show when relaxed or sure of her company. There is a bit of cockiness towards her skills, and
she very much has a, “Fake it 'till you make it!”, Attitude towards anything else.

As a younger royal, she feels it is her responsibility to push the societal mores of her people as someone
in a rather visible position. This is only reinforced by the Norian exodus to the Kikyo sector, and she is
more than happy to associate with other species in her new home freely, and encourages others to carve
a new, happier life for themselves.

It is easy for her to fall for others, and a little hard to let go even when she has a healthy break. When
she decides she likes someone, it is hard for her to admit to herself if they are not good for her, or that
they may not always have the best intentions for themselves, her, or others.

She is known for being headstrong, quick to comment, and a little quick to get riled up, though it fades
very quickly and she is quick to forgive.

She feels stifled by the worship of the Builders, but does her best to give lip service as much as any other
around her, though her animosity is directed more at their 'messengers' as anything else. The existence
of the Builders seems as probable to her as anything else.

Likes

Aliens
Adventure Films
Climbing
Close Quarters Combat
Firearms
Training

Dislikes

Eldritch horrors from the void
Card Games
Arts and Crafts
Economics
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History

Arina Caeyara was born 21日 1月 02 on Noria. YE 02:

Born during the booming expansion of her family across the stars and to Ayenee. She was born and
raised on Noria, and there was not much time in her life when war was not being raged somewhere for
whatever cause throughout their proud Empire. She was raised mostly around the court, and the network
of schools and social spots, as well as events, expected of a young royal meant to further the interests of
the Emperor.

YE 18:

Not long after coming of age, the scion of the Caeyara was sent to more permanent training than she
was already trained in growing up as a Caeyara. She faced constant physical and mental challenges. At
the Norian Defense Education School she forged more of an identity for herself as a capable fighter, and
an even more skilled pilot and master of space faring vessels. She was picked to enter the Yaducath
Intelligence Agency as an Agent of the Empire.

YE 22:

With the end of the conflict on Ayenee, there was no longer a need for her to deploy immediately, and
she spent longer training and studying to ensure anyone under her command as an officer would be as
sure and proud of her as she was of herself.

YE 25:

After spending time touring the core planets and patrolling the borders of Norian space to keep an active
defense as much as hone her skills, she returned to see the Empire become the Continuum, and her first
taste of wide-scale combat took place as the Umarian Wars began.

YE 31:

The void war ripped many of her friends from her life, and left her isolated but determined to keep her
crew and pilots alive (depending on her assignment). As the wars raged on, she even saw service as
ground forces for the last three years when things were stretched. She began to be more of a problem in
the elite social circles at home, and thus was kept at arm's length until she arrived at New Noria with the
rest of her people, and spent more time with them as they prepared to colonize the world.

YE 44:

As one of the 'fortunate' survivors of the erasing of New Noria, she followed the desperate fleet of
Leviathans into the Kikyo galaxy, hoping they would not be followed by their nemesis from the shadows
of reality.

Skills Learned

Star Army Common Skills (Including officer and fighter/starship ops, and ground forces training)
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Vesper Expression
Fighting and Physical - Advanced and including specialist elimination and CQC skills from the YIA
and military. She trains daily when possible.
Art- Drawing, painting.

Social Connections

Arina Caeyara is connected to:

Tetsuya Eitan (Airwin Caeyara) (Father)
Sinith Caeyara (Mother - Deceased)
Aiura Caeyara (Sister)
Aelya Eitan (Aunt and [REDACTED])
Naika Eitan, Aunt and Yaducath Intelligence Agency Collegue
Uaeso Caeyara (Brother)
Aerum Caeyara (Sister)
Jun Caeyara (Brother)
Dawn Caeyara (Sister-in-Law)
Saeyojun Caeyara (Brother - Deceased)
Rin Caeyara (Aunt)
Fallion Caeyara (Uncle)
Aphelion Caeyara (Aunt)
Sorin Caeyara (Great Uncle)

Inventory & Finance

Arina Caeyara has the following:

Star Army Standard Issue Items

Arina Caeyara currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This page was created by miyako on 11, 02 2022 at 00:43 using the Character Template Form.

In the case Miyako becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No

Character Data
Character Name Senara Caeyara
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Character Data
Character Owner Miyako
Character Status Active Player Character
Current Location Xylar
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Chui
SAOY Occupation Star Army Pilot
SAOY Entry Year YE 44
DOR Year YE 44
Government & Politics of the Yamatai Star Empire
Office Citizen
District Akina System
Political Party Indepdendent
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